FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Black Wolf

Equinox 150 Sleeping Bag (6°
C)
From $134.90
Available colours:
Blue | Green

Details

Specifications

The Equinox 150 from Black Wolf is the versatile and durable
sleeping bag you've been looking for but without the hefty
price tag.

Snowys Code:

30107

Supplier Code:

3842622841007

Comfort Rating:

6&#176; C

The Equinox has Hyperloft 4T insulation which gives a great
warmth to weight ratio, providing a comfort temperature of 6°
Celsius, and a lower limit temperature of 1° Celsius. This
sleeping bag is tested to ISO23537:2016 which is the
international standard for sleeping bag temperature ratings.

Snowys Comfort Rating: 6&#176; C
Lower Limit:

1&#176; C

Shape:

Tapered

Keep your phone or head torch where you can always find it
in the hidden security pocket and adjust the tightness of the
hood with one hand thanks to the single action toggle. When
it's dark, the glow zip puller makes it easy to find the zipper,
the draft flap stops warm air getting out, and the zipper guard
stops the fabric from getting snagged.

Max. User Height:

200 cm

Internal Girth:

160 cm Chest | 100 cm Foot

External Dimensions:

225L x 85W cm

Packed Dimensions:

28L x 18W x 18D cm

A lightweight compression sack is also included for times
when space is a premium, and the hanging loops make it
easy to air your bag out and the end of your trip. Compact,
robust and affordable, the Equinox 150 from Black Wolf won't
let you down on your next expedition.

Material:

High Density Ripstop Nylon

Fill Material:

Hyperloft 4T

Fill Weight:

1 x 150gsm Top | 1 x 110gsm Base

Lining:

Synsilk Plus

Zip Draft Tube:

Yes

Neck Draft Tube:

Yes

Zipper:

Double #5 Autolock Anto Snag

Weight:

1.3 Kg

Suggested Use:

Hiking | Trekking

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Hidden security pocket
Zipper guard stops the fabric from getting caught
Draft flap stops warm air escaping via zipper
Single-handed action toggle for one hand hood adjustment
Lightweight compression stuff sack
Hanging loops for airing out your bag after your trip
Nightglow zip puller

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

